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from the Sign Video Clips
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Abstract. The aim of the article is to present a system for automatic synthesis and visualization of the Slovene
sign language of the deaf (SSL) sentences. A synthesis is made by assembling individual previously filmed video
clips of sign demonstrations (1800 most frequent signs). Video clips consistency and optimization of passages
between individual video clips enable smooth joining of video clips on a personal computer in real time offering a
high quality video. Existing systems for the sign language synthesis are based on an artificial sign language
demonstrator and are merely prototypes. Our system uses a live person for signing and has a large set of sign video
clips. Therefore it enables a user to perform a translation of different texts into the sign language.
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Sinteza znakovnega jezika gluhih z zdrǔzevanjem
videoposnetkov kretenj

Povzetek. Članek predstavlja sistem za avtomatsko sin-
tezo in vizualizacijo povedi slovenskega znakovnega jezika
gluhih. Sinteza poteka z združevanjem posameznih pred-
hodno narejenih videoposnetkov kretenj (1800 najpogostejših
kretenj). Konsistentnost videoposnetkov in optimizacija pre-
hodov med njimi omogǒcata prikaz zveznih videoposnetkov
povedi znakovnega jezika v realnem̌casu na povprěcnem os-
ebnem rǎcunalniku ob hkratni visoki kakovosti videa. Ob-
stojěci sistemi za sintezo znakovnega jezika temeljijo na ani-
maciji sintetǐcne lutke in so věcinoma le prototipi. Nǎs sistem
uporabljaživega kretalca in vsebuje obsežno mnǒzico videopos-
netkov kretenj. Slednje omogoča prevod najrazličneǰsih besedil
v znakovni jezik.

Klju čne besede:multimediji, digitalni video, znakovni jezik
gluhih, rǎcunalnǐski vid

1 Introduction

Deaf people, as a marginal community, have big troubles
in communicating with hearing people. Usually they have
a lot of problems even with such simple tasks as under-
standing the written language. However, they are very
skilled in using the sign language, which is their native
language. A sign language is a set of signs (the Slovene
sign language (SSL) contains about 4000 different signs).
The sign in a sign language equals to a word in a writ-
ten language. Similarly, a sentence in a written language
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Figure 1. Translation from a text to the sign language

equals to the sign sentence in a sign language. Our long-
term goal is to build a system able to translate the writ-
ten language (books, newspapers, e-mails, letters, HTML
documents,. . . ) and in connection with speech recogni-
tion also speech (conversations, radio and TV programs,
phone calls,. . . ) to the sign language. So far we have
achieved this goal just partially since the translator from
a text to a sequence of sign names (Figure 1) has not been
implemented yet. It would be quite straightforward to im-
plement such translator in case of the English language,
because English and all sing languages are grammatically
very similar. In most cases, it consists of only the word to
sign translation. For languages with more difficult gram-
mar one possible solution would be to build such a trans-
lator using a translator from that specific language to the
English language and then to the sign language.

This article introduces a new method for joining sign
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video clips in video clips of complete sign sentences. The
joining can be processed on a personal computer in real
time. We achieved smooth transitions between sign video
clips using information about demonstrator’s palm posi-
tions while signing. For that purpose a special program
for palm position extraction from video clips was written
based on methods from computer vision.

The described system contains a large set of individual
sign video clips (1800), which makes possible the trans-
lation of various texts to the sign language. Words which
are not in the system can be shown using video clips con-
taining the finger alphabet. In principle any text can be
shown in the sign language.

The prevalent idea in the development of a system for
the sign language synthesis is to use a synthetic person
[5,6]. Such systems are usually taught using datagloves
which contain sensors for defining the palm and finger
position and orientation.

Since realistic animation of persons is still a time con-
suming task, we decided to use video clips of a real person
as a sign language demonstrator. A synthetic demonstra-
tor is no match for a real one in sense of appearance and
consequently also of acceptance as a teaching tool.

2 Slovene sign language dictionary for the deaf

A concept of theSlovenemultimediasign language dic-
tionary for the deaf on CD-ROM was first presented in
1995 [1,2]. A pilot application was made in 1996 [7] and
the final application in 1999 [8]. The final version (Figure
2) of the dictionary is composed of 2504 most frequent
words that are used by the deaf people in every day con-
versations.

As the sign language can be best learned in topic
groups, a simple but effective database navigation tool is
provided. The user can select a topic area and then enter a
word into the search entry field. As the word is entered, a
list of suggested words is displayed on the screen to give
a better overview over the database content and to help
the deaf people with spelling. A word can be selected at
any time directly from the list of suggested words. Af-
ter the word is selected, the user is presented with a video
clip of corresponding sign and if available also with a pic-
ture illustrating the concept. The video can be played in
slow motion for easier visual tracking of the movements
or even examined frame by frame by moving the slider
along the time axis. The sound is played only at the nor-
mal speed playback. The sound volume can be readjusted
by the user.

Sign video clips from the dictionary are consistent
(since all clips are filmed in one session using just one
sign demonstrator, the same start and end positions of the
arms on all video clips are used, see Figure 3). Sign video
clips from the CD-ROM can be assembled into sign lan-
guage sentences using a special algorithm which enables

Figure 2. User interface of theSlovene sign language dictionary
on CD-ROM

Figure 3. Example of one frame of a sign video clip. The
demonstrator is in the start position

smooth transitions between individual sign video clips.
The dictionary therefore represents a basis for the sign
language synthesizer.

3 Joining of Video clips

Joining two digital video clips (each contained in its own
file) should be done in such a way that the viewer per-
ceives them as a single video sequence with smooth mo-
tion.

3.1 Definition of the video clip joining problem

The problem of video clip joining will be discussed in the
case of two video clips. This can be easily generalized
to any number of video clips. Let us represent the first
video clip that we would like to show as an1 dimensional
vectorv1
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argmin(dif(t1, t2))

t1 ∈ [d1 . . . n1]

t2 ∈ [1 . . . d2]

Figure 4. Determination of thet1 andt2 values

v1 = 〈p1, p2, . . . , pn1〉

where the components of the vector correspond to the
pictures that form the video clip.n1 is the number of
pictures in the video clip. The second video clip is repre-
sented as:

v2 = 〈r1, r2, . . . , rn2〉

The joining can occur on any pair of pictures fromv1

andv2. Let us indicate the point in which joining should
occur witht1 andt2. They represent the indexes of pic-
tures, which are, in the case of the first video clip, shown
as the last and as the first in the case of the second video
clip.

t1 ∈ [1 . . . n1]

t2 ∈ [1 . . . n2]

Let us introduce another two variablesd1 andd2. Let d1

be the index of the picture in the first video clip, from
which on, the joining is allowed,d2 is the index of the
picture in the second video clip till which the joining is
allowed. With this constraintst1 and t2 can occupy the
following values.

t1 ∈ [d1 . . . n1]

t2 ∈ [1 . . . d2]

The joining of video clips should be performed in such
a way that the transition from one video clip to another
wouldn’t be noticed. Let us introduce a criteria function
dif(i, j). This function calculates the difference between
picturespi and rj depending on a given criterion. The
smaller is the function value, the more both pictures re-
semble each other. The calculation oft1 and t2 is per-
formed by finding the values of arguments for which the
function dif has a minimum value (Figure 4).

4 Automatic sign language video clips joining

In the case of sign video clips joining we would like to
achieve the following two goals:

1. as smooth as possible transitions between video clips
and

2. minimal additional motion of the arms from the start
position of the arms into the demonstration of the
sign.

Sign video clips start and end with the demonstrator’s
arms in the start position (Figure 3). In the start position,
the sign demonstrator joins the hands in the belt height.

In order to perform optimal joining of sign video clips
some extra data is needed. Each video clip has a related
file containing data about the position of demonstrator’s
palms performing a particular sign. Positions of palms
are computed by a programTracking palm movements
in video clips, written in C++ using standard computer
vision algorithms [4,3]. The input to that program are
the sign video clips. The output are files containing data
about palm positions for every frame forming the video
clip.

Figure 5 shows the arm vectors computed from one
frame of a sign video clip. The palm position is at the end
point of the arm vector.

4.1 Suggested joining criteria

Conditions that enable smooth transition between video
clips in the sense of similar palm positions are refered
to as joining criteria. We propose four possible criteria
to determine the transition point between two sign video
clips:

1. palms in start position,

2. palms outside the start position,

3. palms over the chest,

4. palms close to each other.
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Figure 5. Arm vectors

4.1.1 Start position criterion

Using this criterion, transition should occur at points
where arms are in the start position. Function dif(i, j)
should therefore have a minimum value fori = n1, j = 1.

4.1.2 Palms outside the start position criterion

Palms are outside the start position when they are near the
start position but not joined or when their distance from
the start position exceeds certain value. Function dif(i, j)
has its minimum in the case of a picture pair(pi, rj),
where palms on picturepi are outside the start position
for the last time and for the first time outside the start po-
sition on picturerj .

4.1.3 Palms over the chest criterion

According to this criterion the transition between video
clips is performed when palms are over the chest. Func-
tion dif(i, j) has its minimum for a picture pair(pi, rj)
where the palms on picturepi are for the last time over
the chest and palms on picturerj are for the first time
over the chest region.

4.1.4 Palms close to each other criterion

Using this criterion, the transition occurs at points where
the palms from the first and the second video clip are close
to each other. Function dif(i, j) is defined as: dif(i, j) =
d(i, j) + w(i, j) whered(i, j) represents the distance be-
tween palms from picturespi and rj . w(i, j) = ((i −
d1) + (d2 − j)) ∗K,K is an empirical constant value (in
our caseK = 5).

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 6. Shown are the last picture of the first and the first
picture of the second video clip according to the a)start posi-
tion criterion, b) palms outside the start position criterion, c)
palms over the chest criterionand d)palms close to each other
criterion
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Figure 7. Example of the synthesized sentence “I am walking home”

4.2 Implementation of automatic joining of sign
video clips

At this point we have to say something about the use of
arms while signing. Most signs are performed in the chest
and head height. Signs performed in the belt height or
lower are rare but still to be considered. Approximately
two thirds of signs are performed with one hand. The
hand can either be the right or the left, that doesn’t affect
the meaning of the sign. In our case they are all performed
with the right hand. We will call that signsone-hand
signs. Approximately one third of signs is performed with
both hands. We will call themtwo-hand signs.

According to that, we propose automatic joining of
video clips using all four criteria for joining. The use of
a specific criterion depends on the type of the two signs
we would like to join. The criterion for joining two sign
video clips is chosen according to the following four pos-
sibilities. If the conditions enable us to use more criteria,
we use the first that matches in order it is listed:

• a delay is needed⇒ start position criterion

• one of the signs is performed in the belt height⇒
palms outside the start position criterion

• exactly one of the signs is a two-hand sign⇒ palms

over the chest criterion

• both signs are one-hand signs or two-hand signs⇒
palms close to each other criterion

5 Results of automatic joining of sign video
clips

Let us have a look at some results of the transitions be-
tween two video clips obtained with the method of auto-
matic video clip joining.

Figure 6a shows the last shown picture of the current
and the first shown picture of the next sign video clip us-
ing thestart position criterion. That kind of transition is
useful when we want to emphasize the end of the sentence
or the end of the paragraph. It is useful also in the case
where the values of the palm positions are not available.
Figure 6b shows the transition between two signs one of
which is performed in the belt height.Palms outside the
start position criterionis used in this case to prevent arms
from being joined in the start position. The results ob-
tained on one-hand and two-hand signs using thepalms
over the chest criterionare shown in Figure 6c. Figure 6d
shows the suggested transition between one-hand signs
using thepalms close to each other criterion.



The results of automatic sign video clip joining are
very encouraging. This system allows us to join different
kinds of sign video clips into sign sentences with smooth
transitions between signs. The results of video clip join-
ing are very good thanks also to the following two rea-
sons:

• there are no visible delays in video clip playing be-
tween the transitions from one video clip to another
and

• the human ability of making an impression of contin-
uous transition between two pictures that are similar
enough and shown quickly one after another.

The system for the sign synthesis can show video clips
with normal speed or with lower or faster speed than nor-
mal. In this way it can be adapted to the user’s ability of
sign language recognition.

Figure 7 shows an example of the synthesized sen-
tence “I am walking home”, which is shown as three
joined video clips. The video clips have a frame rate of
15 s−1 while in the figure just every fifth frame is shown.

6 Conclusion

A system for the Slovene sign language synthesis from
high quality, individual sign video clips, running on a PC
in real time is presented. The proposed synthesizer would
enable deaf people to access different kinds of informa-
tion up to now inaccessible for them. Important is that the
information can be presented in the sign language, which
is the most natural way of communication for deaf peo-
ple. Big advantages of the suggested synthesizer is that
it can be run on an ordinary personal computer and that
it contains a huge set of sign video clips that enables the
translation of almost any text into the sign language.

The deficiency of the system is that it expects as input
a sequence of sign names, which are then joined to one
or more sign sentences. Therefore, to achieve a full text
to the sign language translation, we would need a transla-
tor from text to sequence of sign names. For the English
language this is a relatively easy goal to achieve, since
English and the sign language have a very similar syn-
tax. However, there would be more problems with lan-
guages such as Slovene or German because they have a
more complicated syntax (in that case a possible solution
of the problem would be the translation of the text first in
the English language and then into the sequence of sign
names).

For now, no appropriate translator from the Slovene
to the English language or fromtext to sequence of sign
namesexists. In these circumstances the use of a sign
language synthesizer is limited to tasks such as:

• replacement of sign language demonstrators in TV
programs or

• translations of previously known sentences used in
education of deaf people through multimedia.

The presented synthesizer is suited for the Slovene
language. Of course it would be possible to build simi-
lar synthesizers for other languages, too.
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